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Preface
India has historical record of using rockets as weapons of warfare in the late 18 th
century. Hyder Ali and later Tipu Sultan maintained a dedicated rocket corps in their
army, and in the battle of Pollilur in 1780, Tipu used rockets effectively to rout the British
army. After Tipu’s defeat by the British in the subsequent Anglo-Mysore war, William
Congreve took the captured hardware to England to study the design and modify it.
The rockets came to be then onwards known as Congreve rockets; its Tipu and Mysore
lineage have been conveniently forgotten. The British established the Cordite Factory at
Aruvankadu in Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu in 1904 essentially to make double-base propellant
grains for artillery rockets. Modern rocketry in India is just 50 years old and came into
being in the early 1960s with the establishment of the Thumba Equatorial Rocket
Launching Station, and the associated research and development activities. This initial
effort has now grown into a vibrant space programme with the capability to perform
end-to-end space missions.
There have been some attempts to write about the historical developments
in rocketry and space in India. Narasimha in 1985 wrote about the reemergence of
the rocket as a weapon system in the latter half of the 18th century in Mysore. Some
aspects of modern day rocketry were described by Dr APJ Abdul Kalam in 1999 in
his autobiography, The Wings of Fire. A detailed overview of the Country’s launch
vehicle system development was provided in 2000 by Gopal Raj in his book, Reach
for the Stars – The Evolution of India’s Rocket Programme. Manoranjan Rao and
Radhakrishnan have traced the development of rocketry in the Indian Space Research
Organisation covering the sounding rockets and launch vehicles in, A Brief History
of Rocketry in ISRO, which came out in 2012. Manoranjan Rao and Radhakrishnan
have devoted a chapter covering the profiles in technology development relating to
chemicals and materials. The historical narration relating to missiles is rather sparse.
Some aspects of the early days of defence research can be found in Dare Devil Days
brought out on the occasion of the completion of 25 years of Defence Research
and Development Laboratory. A special publication in 2008 similarly described the
developments under the Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme. The
publication under the title IGMDP was published by DRDO to commemorate 25 years
of the programme. A similar publication titled, Glorious Five Decades of HEMRL,
brought out in 2008 to commemorate the Golden Jubilee of the High Energy Materials
Research Laboratory traced the history of the laboratory and its major achievements
in solid propellants.

Solid propellant rockets have played a key and significant role in the successful
evolution of missile and launch vehicle systems in the country. The programmes in both
domains went through the phases of experimentation and operationalisation. While
new requirement of solid propellant rockets has plateaued out in the space domain,
new and diverse requirements continue to be posed for defence systems. Starting from
a handful of people in the early 1960s, the solid propellant rocket community in the
country can be estimated to be nearly 3000. Starting from one solid propellant plant,
the country has more than half a dozen including the ones in the private sector and the
Ordnance Factories. Indian industry involvement in the production of input materials,
fabrication, and other services is significant.
Literature corresponding to historical narration of such successful systems is sparse.
In the field of solid rocket propulsion, the few that are available are technical in nature
(HS Mukunda, Understanding Aerospace Chemical Propulsion, Interline Publishing,
2004 and Haridwar Singh and Himanshu Shekhar, Science and Technology of Solid
Rocket Propellants, 2005); and this book is an attempt to provide the background to
India’s achievements in solid rocketry.
One important fact, which has been emphasised in the text also, is that India has
achieved total self-reliance in respect of solid propellant rockets. This happy state
of affairs is due to the effort of dedicated and committed persons. Some important
stalwarts like WD Patwardhan, MR Kurup, SK Attithan, and K Kishore have passed
on leaving indelible marks of their unique contributions. Others are still active and
contributing directly or indirectly to the development in this discipline.
I have tried to capture the spirit of self-reliance that pervaded the solid rocket
development right from its inception and the high goals it has attained over the years.
This is my tribute to one and all who have contributed to this success story.
Bangaluru						
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Introduction
The Cordite Factory Aruvankadu (CFA), in Nilgiris district of Tamil Nadu has
been producing double-base propellants for artillery rockets for more than 100 years
now. Modern rocket technology as we know it, had its beginning in the 1960s, went
through the development phase in the decades of 1970, 1980, and 1990, and has been
operationalised since then. The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and
the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) are the two entities
involved in the development of rocket technology and realisation of rocket systems.
The propulsion system powers the rocket or missile to meet its functional requirement
and hence is one of the principal subsystems. Chemical rocket propulsion systems use
either solid propellants or liquid propellants, and of these, the solid propellant rockets
are the preferred choice for boosting space launch vehicles and for most missile
applications.
Rocket development in the civilian sphere had its roots in the study of the
ionosphere and for gathering monsoon related data over the equatorial region.
Sounding rocket flights were taken up from the Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launching
Station (TERLS) (now part of the ISRO) in 1963, and technology acquisition
from abroad as well as technology development was taken up shortly thereafter.
Dr Vikram A Sarabhai, the founding father of the Indian Space Programme laid great
stress on self-reliance and demanded that rocket development activity should develop
on our own steam beyond the initial technology acquisition for sounding rockets.
In hindsight, this dictum was remarkable as at that time it was possible to negotiate and
procure advanced technology like that of the Delta Launch Vehicle without significant
difficulty. The young band of engineers recruited by Dr Sarabhai went about the
technology development tasks with enthusiasm, and over the years reached high levels
of proficiency and expertise. Managerially, ISRO enjoyed one great advantage of being
able to set the product specifications realistically in relation to the development needs
and requirements as it foresaw. Quite often these specifications were conservative and
did not represent the top of the line achievements in the West. In case of technology
issues cropping up during the development, performance compromises could be
conditionally accepted and were never reasons for outright rejection. To be fair, most
technology developments in general either met or exceeded the target specifications.
Missile research and development took birth in the early 1950s with the formation
of the Defence Science Organisation (predecessor to the present DRDO) under the
leadership of Dr DS Kothari, who was the first Scientific Adviser to the Defence
Minister. From its inception, the organisation was closely linked to the three services.
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In 1958, a Guided Missile Study Team, later known as the Special Weapon Development
Team was formed with the objective of studying the requirements of guided missile
design and development. Initial efforts included the feasibility study of first generation
anti-tank missile system and a high-altitude sounding rocket. Attempts at indigenising
procured rocket systems were also on the anvil. However, these efforts did not
translate into tangible development and operational systems. It was the initiation of
the Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme (IGMDP) in 1983 that saw
major developmental activities fructify into operational systems. Dr VS Arunachalam,
the then Scientific Adviser to the Raksha Mantri and Dr APJ Abdul Kalam who was
the Director of the Defence Research and Development Laboratory (DRDL) piloted
the IGMDP in its formative years.
Unlike the case of ISRO, the development targets for DRDO were drawn up to
meet the customer requirements. The three wings of the defence services, as customers
were alive to: (a) the country’s requirements from defence considerations as well as
the weapon type holdings of the adversary countries, and (b) the top level armament
available from the international market for a specific role. Added to this was the diverse
range of application dictated requirements. Consequently, the technology development
for DRDO was much more challenging as they had to compete with procurable stores
from abroad in meeting demanding specification needs within limited time frames.
The safety and reliability challenges were also of a higher order as many of the systems
had to operate from manned platforms like aircraft, ship or submarine. Development
and deployment of systems developed by ISRO had to perform from either the
sounding rocket launching station at Thiruvananthapuram or the satellite launch station
at Sriharikota. The climatic variations were quite narrow and the storage periods for
the systems were also quite small of the order of five years. The defence systems on
the contrary had to perform over long storage times under extremes of environment
conditions prevailing in coastal, desert, and Himalyan regions of the country.
Service requirements of low or zero exhaust smoke visibility in some tactical systems,
missile canisterisation, and mobility requirements posed problems of a different order
in terms of system design robustness and ruggedness without compromising the
overall performance.
In the author’s opinion for the development of strategic systems, the successful
flight of SLV-3 in July 1980 proved to be the game changer as it opened up the possibility
of designing and developing long range missile systems using similar technologies.
India had already carried out the peaceful nuclear explosion in May 1974. Its eventual
conversion into a weapon system had merit only if it could be dovetailed with appropriate
delivery systems. It was evident to the Indian defence specialists that in addition to
aircrafts, missiles were essential as delivery systems with long standoff capability.
The defence specialists also realised that this will have to be an indigenous effort and
it would be futile to even consider the possibility of procuring long-range missiles
from abroad. Hence, the development of Agni missile as a technology demonstrator
became an essential component of the IGMDP. Subsequent events have proved the
wisdom of this approach. The Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) came into
being in 1987, and it became impossible to procure missiles with capability to launch
payloads of 500 kg to range of 300 km. The constraints of the control regimes also
put spokes in technology cooperation and technology flow between the civilian and
defence wings, thus precluding the developments in the defence sector to benefit from
2
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the higher level of technology achievements of ISRO prevailing in the 1980s. It must
however, be borne in mind, that no restrictive regime can totally insulate the transfer
of knowledge and expertise within the country. In a country like India, there are a
number of professional forums organising conferences and seminars on engineering
topics, which provide opportunity for specialists to discuss and exchange ideas.
Also, there is mobility of people between organisations both in the government and the
private sector, and the expertise also moves. The Indian industry serves as a platform
common to all users needing expert services and also serves as a base for exchanging
good practices in fabrication, processes, inspection, and quality control.
In this new scenario, the development targets of strategic missile systems like
Prithvi and the Agni series were pegged realistically initially based on the technology
capability and critical material availability (akin to the case of civilian space systems),
but gradually progressing to incorporation of modifications, improvements and
innovation. While this situation may have resulted in some level of de novo learning
in DRDO and delays in development, it helped in creating another cadre of specialists
in design and development; in creating processing and manufacturing capacity; in
creating test facilities; and in creating additional industrial support bases. The solid
propellant rocket systems developed in both ISRO and DRDO have reached a level
of maturity, and are comparable in characteristics and performance to similar systems
in the world.
It is important to acknowledge the leaders who steered the programmes in their
formative years and directed the development pathways. Undoubtedly in the space
arena, Dr Homi Bhabha, Dr Vikram Sarabhai, Satish Dhawan, and Brahm Prakash hold
a special and uncontested space. An excellent biographical sketch of these stalwarts is
provided by PV Manoranjan Rao and P Radhakrishnan in their book ‘A Brief History
of Rocketry in India’ by Universities Press (India) Private Ltd in 2012. The author
while reviewing this book for Current Science * had commented: ‘Bhabha, Sarabhai,
Dhawan, and Brahm Prakash stewarded the space programme with conviction and
nobility of leadership − qualities which emboldened the ISRO community to delve
into uncharted territory with confidence. The leadership was open to the fact, that
while mastering technology mistakes will occur and the solution lay in understanding
the issues, analysing them in depth and correcting them. These leaders were not risk
averse, but could take decision based on reasoned thinking. In turn they groomed
good leaders’. Among the personalities groomed by these leaders included APJ Abdul
Kalam, VR Gowariker, MR Kurup, and AE Muthunayagam who played key roles in
technology development, facility establishment, and putting solid rocket technology
on a firm footing. Major technology achievements of state-of-the-art large solid
propulsion systems needed for the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) happened
during the chairmanship of UR Rao. Subsequent chairmen have also leant their weight
and support in sustaining and nurturing the solid propellant rocket requirements.
In DRDO also, the leadership provided by successive Scientific Advisors and
Directors of DRDL and High Energy Materials Research Laboratory (HEMRL),
then known as Explosives Research and Development Laboratory helped in the
development and realisation process of various tactical and strategic missiles.
Dr BD Nag Chaudhari initiated studies on the design of multi-stage vehicle systems;
*

Nagappa, R. & Rammurthy, Y.N. Book Reviews. Current Science, 2012, 103(8), 946–47.
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Prof MGK Menon in 1975, set up the Missile Policy Committee for studying the
requirements of the services for different categories of missile systems; and in April 1982,
Dr VS Arunachalam formed a missile study team to work out missile system requirements
to meet short term and long term threat profiles. The Missile Study Team was chaired
by Dr Kalam and their recommendations manifested as the Integrated Guided Missile
Development Programme. Earlier directors of DRDL− Air Commodore V Ganesan,
Air Commodore VS Narayanan, and SL Bansal contributed to the establishment of
the laboratory facilities and infrastructure. It was under Dr Kalam that full-fledged
missile development activity took shape at DRDL starting from 1982. The key people
behind the missile development activity based on solid propellants in the formative
years included RN Agarwal, NR Iyer, SR Mohan, Prahlada, and VJ Sundaram,
WD Patwardhan, KRK Rao, and Haridwar Singh. They provided the early leadership
in the development of solid propellants and propellant facilities.
The separate and independent development of solid propellant rocket and
missile systems in ISRO and DRDO has essentially resulted in positive fallouts.
One such fallout is the creation of capacity and capability in both institutions, and the
other is creation of a diverse industrial base relating to input materials, fabrication,
and processes.
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Chapter 1

The Beginning
The rockets as weapons of war have been around for a long time. The Chinese
are credited with their invention and use as fire arrows in their war against the Mongol
hordes in the year 1232. The Europeans used them in the 14 th and 15 th century.
Rockets are not mentioned in the history books thereafter till Hyder Ali and his son
Tipu Sultan made improvements in the design and used it with telling effects on the
British Army in the famous battle of Pollilur in 1780 and also in the later Anglo-Mysore
wars. Their rockets used steel casing of 60 mm diameter and 200 mm length, which
were filled with gun powder. The steel casing allowed combustion at high pressure
resulting in higher thrust and higher range. A sword attached to the fore-end of the
rocket acted as a bayonet as well as stabilised the missile in flight. Infact, the Mysore
Army under Haider Ali and then Tipu Sultan had a dedicated rocket corps. The British
were greatly impressed by Tipu’s rockets and shipped back the spent rocket casings
to England for study and analysis. Colonel (later Sir) William Congreve was mainly
responsible for the improvements in the Mysore rockets. Consequently, the rockets
came to be known as Congreve Rockets.
Rockets in one form or the other figured in subsequent years as war weapons, till
improvements in artillery eclipsed them around the middle of the 9th century. Rocketry
re-emerged in early 20th century, but on more scientific lines, with experimentation
and exploration as the main drivers. Konstantin Tsiolkovsky in Russia published his
work entitled ‘The Exploration of Cosmic Space by Means of Reaction Devices’ in
1903. Twenty years later, Hermann Oberth brought out his thesis ‘By Rocket into
Planetary Space’. Experimental rocketry was undertaken by Robert Goddard and he
successfully flew his liquid rocket in March 1926. Advances in rocketry came about
rapidly thereafter with the German V-2 making its presence felt emphatically in
World War II. The V-2 rocket technology and some of the scientists involved in its
development provided the nucleus for the post-war rocket and missile efforts in both
Russia (then Soviet Union) and the USA. The launch of Sputnik on 04 October 1957
heralded the modern space age, and the last 50 years have seen an explosive growth in
the exploration and utilisation of space for a variety of applications.
In India, artillery rockets have been around for a long time. The Cordite Factory
at Aruvankadu in Tamil Nadu established in January 1904 has been producing cordite
propellants for artillery and gun rockets.

Evolution of Solid Propellant Rockets in India

The High Energy Materials Research Laboratory (HEMRL), Pune is the premier
laboratory of the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO),
specialising in the R&D of solid propellants. This laboratory has a history of over a 100
years – it started functioning as the Chemical Examiner’s Office in Nainital in 1908. The
laboratory moved to Pune in 1936 and continued to function as Chemical Inspectorate
and later as the Chief Inspectorate of Military Explosives. It was rechristened as the
Explosives Research and Development Laboratory (ERDL) in 1960 and tasked with
the R&D of high energy materials.
Dr Vikram A Sarabhai, the founder of the Indian Space Programme was by
training a cosmic ray physicist. His research interest in cosmic ray physics led him to
establish the Physical Research Laboratory (PRL) in November 1947. The laboratory
initially functioned from Sarabhai’s home before moving into the premises of the
Mahatma Gandhi Science College. The laboratory had on its rolls eminent physicists
like Prof KR Ramanathan, Prof PR Pisharoty and students who played an active role
in the development of the country’s space programme in later years. PRL was an
active participant in the International Geophysical Year (IGY) during 1957–58 and
contributed to research related to ionospheric studies, cosmic rays, geomagnetism,
and meteorology. Dr Sarabhai was keenly interested in the observational studies of
the impact of solar activity on cosmic rays and the IGY studies helped him to look at
the potential of space for furthering research and other spin-offs. The Indian National
Committee for Space Research (INCOSPAR) was constituted in 1962 under the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research and was the nucleus for the growth of civil space
programme of the country. The initial impetus was the growing interest in upper
atmosphere physics in the West and both Dr Homi Bhabha and Dr Vikram Sarabhai
were quick to see the opportunities rockets provided for such studies. Bhabha and
Sarabhai selected Thumba, a fishing village near Thiruvananthapuram for locating
India’s sounding rocket preparation and launch station. All the preparatory work was
simultaneously undertaken, and on 21 November 1963, a US supplied Nike-Apache
rocket carrying sodium vapour payload was launched from Thumba, heralding India’s
entry into space. India’s space programme, starting with an initial modest beginning
of designing experiments and building payloads to be flown on procured rockets from
abroad, has over the years, evolved into an all-round capability involving launch
vehicles, application, and scientific satellites.
The foundation for Indian Space Research Organisation’s (ISRO’s) space
programmes started with solid propellant rockets. Initial applications were for the
Sounding Rocket Programme, graduating to satellite launch vehicles. India’s first
two satellite launch vehicles, the SLV-3 and the Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle
(ASLV) used solid propellants for the main stage propulsion, with pressure-fed liquid
engines providing the steering controls for the second and third stages. The Polar
Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) uses two solid stages which compare very favourably
with international solid rocket motors of the same class. The S-139 booster of PSLV
boosts the Geo-synchronous Launch Vehicle (GSLV) also.
The Defence Research and Development Laboratory (DRDL) at Hyderabad and
HEMRL, Pune are the two main laboratories of DRDO involved with the development
of propulsion systems and solid propellants, respectively.
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The Beginning

The solid propellant rocket development work in DRDO laboratories started with
end applications in mind. A Special Weapons Development Team (SWDT) had been
formed in 1958–59 in the Defence Science Organisation at Delhi. The SWDT was
tasked with studying the requirements of Guided Missile Design and Development
in the country. Besides planning for the establishment of the research, design and
development infrastructure, the team proposed two project studies. One project
study was towards the development of a first generation anti-tank missile (ATM).
The main aim of the feasibility study was to get hands-on experience in understanding
the technological issues in the realisation of such a missile system. The second study
was to explore the evolution of high altitude sounding rockets, based on rockets
and supporting equipment available with the Armed Forces. The second project on
sounding rockets did not continue, but the development of ATM was pursued with
full vigour.
Over the years, the laboratories of the missile complex have successfully brought
out many tactical and strategic missiles, and in many cases, passed on the technology to
Ordnance Factories and industry for production. Major development efforts intensified
after the enunciation of the Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme
(IGMDP) in July 1983. This programme involved development of both strategic and
tactical missiles employing solid, liquid, and ramjet propulsion systems. Subsequent
to IGMDP, DRDO has realised more powerful systems to power the variants of the
Agni missile. DRDO has also worked on solid rocket systems for submarine launch
applications as well as for air defence requirements. The overall system requirements
of the missiles required additional layers of planning over their space counterparts.
Demanding user specifications, production setup, technology transfer for production,
field deployment requirements, environmental conditions, integration with different
launch platforms, and training the ultimate users posed many challenges; and it is
indeed creditworthy that DRDO has met these challenges very successfully.
The solid rocket/missile development in both ISRO and DRDO has followed
independent paths with some similarities. In the process, specialist knowledge in many
disciplines, large scale facilities, inspection, quality control, test procedures, and test
facilities have been established. In both the establishments, the development cycle
involved a few failures, which have provided important lessons for system correction
and design improvements. A large industrial support base has also been established.
New systems are being developed in both establishments – while ISRO is working on
larger systems for its GSLV Mk III launch vehicle, DRDO programmes encompass
newer applications.
The journey from the early days to the present capability is captured in the ensuing
chapters.
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